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SUMMARY 
A study was conducted to determine the flight characteristics and wing 
deployment transients for a variable geometry logistics spacecraft con- 
cept having a hypersonic lift-drag ratio near 2.0, and employing switch- 
blade wings for  deployment at  transonic speeds. Unpowered flight condi- 
tions are considered throughout the study. The body of the spacecraft is 
elliptical incross  section and horizontal stabilizers and a vertical tail are 
located near the base of the body to provide longitudinal and directional 
stability. Highly cambered high aspect ratio wings are stowed on top of 
the body and deployed at transonic speeds at altitudes between 35,000 and 
45,000 feet to a 15' half-chord sweep condition. Deployment in this alti- 
tude range retains enough dynamic pressure for control while permitting 
enough time for satisfactory high L/D maneuvering. 
Detailed static wind tunnel aerodynamic data obtained from hypersonic to 
low subsonic speeds were used to estimate the dynamic aerodynamic sta- 
bility characteristics throughout the entire entry flight regime. The aero- 
dynamic data are presented as total vehicle derivatives with the wing 
stowed, and as wing increment derivatives which are added to the stowed 
Wing values. The wing increments are presented for various wing sweep 
positions. 
The spacecraft concept studied is dynamically stable throughout the flight 
envelope, but stability augmentation is required to provide acceptable 
handling qualities with the vehicle center of gravity located a t  60.1 per- 
cent of the actual body length. The stability augmentation recommended 
is of the simple rate feedback type with gain scheduling. The rudder as 
now designed is deficient for yaw damping. However, the design of a 
larger rudder poses no problems. The dihedral in the horizontal tail 
results in excessive proverse yaw at transonic speeds and adverse yaw 
above Mach 2.5 when differential tail is used for roll  control. The ex- 
cessive adverse yaw at Mach numbers above 3 in conjunction with the 
rudder make it impossible to generate separate yaw and roll  moments 
needed for augmentation. It is worth considering a variable dihedral 
tail for any flight research vehicle based on this concept. 
The piloting task during wing deployment consists of a simple push-over 
maneuver. However, maintaining the vehicle in a low angle of attack is 
recommended. Wing deployment starts at Mach 0.95 and complete deplay- 
ment is accomplished at Mach 0.5. The incremental nose down pitching 
moment produced by wing deployment helps keep the vehicle near constant 
CL' 
xi 
Landing characteristics of this spacecraft concept are comparable to pre- 
sent day high performance fighter aircraft. The approach speed is  in the 
180-190 knot range with an 8' flight path angle. The flare is  initiated at 
about 300 feet of altitude, and flare load factor is approximately 0.15g. 
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A STUDY TO DETERMINE THE FLIGHT 
CHARACTERISTICS AND HANDLING QUALITIES 
OF VARIABLE GEOMETRY SPACECRAFT 
by B. J.  Kuchta and G. R. Friedman 
Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation 
San Diego, California 
SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Considerable effort is at present being devoted to the development of lifting entry 
spacecraft concepts for use as possible logistics systems with lift-drag ratios varying 
from near 1.0 to in excess of 3.0. Recent studies related to  the development of hyper- 
sonic lifting bodies, optimized with regard to  improved aerodynamic performance, 
have shown that body shapes of moderate fineness ratios having relatively good volume 
to  wetted area relationships (and hence, laver  weight) can provide hypersonic lift-to- 
drag ratios of up to  approximately 3.5. (See Reference 1. ) 
For vehicles conceived to be piloted o r  flown in the conventional sense during the entire 
entry and to  land in the manner of aircraft, aerodynamic features must be tailored for 
both hypersonic and law -subsonic flight. The moderate-to-high lift-to-drag ratio hyper- 
sonic lifting body vehicles have unacceptable subsonic performance for horizontal land- 
ing without modification or  compromise to the basic shape, The incorporation of some 
form of deployable lifting surface offers a possible means of providing efficient sub- 
sonic land recovery, while retaining the desired hypersonic shape. If manned space- 
flight is to  become a routine operation, independent of massive sea recovery logistics, 
the desirability of landing at one of several preselected sites with a minimum of ground 
support requirements must become a reality. 
The purpose of this investigation is to  provide information by use of static wind tunnel 
data input into the simulator to study handling qualities and the overall dynamic stability 
and control, wing deployment characteristics, and landing characteristics of a space- 
craft concept having a hypersonic lift-drag ratio of approximately 2.0. The spacecraft 
concept incorporates switch-blade wings as a variable geometry feature to  improve 
subsonic aerodynamic characteristics. 
The investigation incorporated both analytical analysis and simulation. The analytical 
analysis provided information as to handling qualities relative to both longitudinal and 
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lateral modes, period and damping. The simulation provided a vehicle by which a flight 
could be flown from 100,000 feet altitude, through wing deployment, to touchdown. 
The results of the investigation are presented in the form of time histories, periods, 
damping, and time to damp to one-half amplitude of the longitudinal and lateral oscil- 
lations. Where possible, the results are discussed in terms of handling qualities 
parameters which are in current usage for proposed entry vehicle configurations and 
high performance aircraft. The sign convention used is presented in Figure 1-1. 
SECTION 2 
VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 
The spacecraft concept investigated has a body with modified elliptical cross section 
and an area distribution which represents a minimum wave-drag shape modified by 
nose bluntness at hypersonic speeds as determined under the geometric constraints of 
length and volume. (See Reference 1.) Horizontal stabilizers and a vertical tail are 
located near the base of the body to provide longitudinal and directional stability. High 
aspect ratio wings having a thick, highly cambered airfoil section are stowed on top of the 
body during entry and are deployed at subsonic speeds to a 15' sweep condition. Elevon 
controls are located on the horizontal stabilizers to provide longitudinal control, and roll 
control when differentially deflected. Rudder controls are located on the vertical tail to 
provide directional control. 
A drawing of the complete spacecraft is shown in Figure 2-1. Table 2-1 presents body 
ordinates normalized with respect to  length and Table 2-2 presents wing airfoil section 
ordinates normalized with respect to chord. Figure 2-2 shows the details of the wing, 
The wing panel is an approximately 18-percent thick, highly cambered, St, Cyr (Royer 
156) airfoil section measured parallel to the airstream at zero degree sweep of the 
half chord. The wing taper ratio is 0.75 and its aspect ratio is 9.42 based on its own 
projected wing planform area. The projected planform area is 30.1 percent of the 
body planform area. The wing incidence angle is 4 degrees, relative to wing ordinate 
reference line. See Figure 2-2. 
The horizontal stabilizers, set  at  30 degrees of dihedral angle, a re  located along the 
body lower surface ridge line just ahead of the base. The stabilizers, which a re  2- 
degree (included angle) wedge airfoil sections, have a 65-degree leading edge sweep. 
The elevon control surfaces used for pitch and roll control are  located at the trailing 
edge of the stabilizers. Total exposed horizontal stabilizer area including the elevons 
is 20.0 percent of the body planform area. 
A single centerline vertical tail is located on the body and a rudder is located at the 
trailing edge for yaw control. 
The sizing of the spacecraft concept being considered was performed in a study entitled 
Weight and Performance Characteristics of Variable-Geometry Spacecraft, which was 
conducted at Convair under contract NAS1-7675. The results of that study indicate that 
the spacecraft inertia characteristics with wing stowed should be: 
3 
Weight 15,170 lb 
c.g. 0.601A 
1, 6, 070 slug-ft 2 
49,950 slug-ft2 IYY 
122 52,950 slug-ft2 
I,, 500 slug-ft2 
i Reference dimensional data for reducing the aerodynamic characteristics to coefficient form are: 
Length (a )  37 .6  feet 
Span Q) 11.2 feet 
2 Area (S) 297 feet 
All of the above data is used throughout the analysis and simulation, 
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Table 2-1. Design Body Ordinates 
Planview, Lateral Ordinate Vertical Ordinate Below 
Body Station, (Semimajor Axis), Body-ordinate Reference Line, 
xla Y/ a z / a  
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0050 0.0032 0.0032 
0.0100 0.0055 0.0055 
0.0200 0.0098 0.0098 
0.0300 0.0136 0.0136 
0.0400 0.0170 0.0170 
0.0600 0.0231 0.0231 
0.0800 0.0284 0.0284 
0.1000 0.0333 0.0333 
0.1500 0.0441 0.0441 
0.2000 0.0538 0.0538 
0.3000 0.07 15 0.0715 
0.4000 0.0870 0.0870 
0.5000 0.1005 0.1005 
0.6000 0.1121 0.1121 
0.7000 0.1221 0.1221 
0.8000 0. 1305 0. 1295 
0.9000 0. 1369 0. 1288 
1.0000 0.1402 0.1225 
0.0500 0.0202 0.0202 
Table 2-2. Wing Ordinates 
X/C Y,/C Y ,/C 
0.013 0.038 -0.027 
0.025 0.052 -0.034 
0.050 0.074 -0.040 
0.075 0.091 -0.044 
0.100 0.105 -0.044 
0.150 0.127 -0.038 
0.200 0.144 -0.030 
0.300 0.163 -0.014 
0.400 0.166 0.001 
0.500 0.160 0.018 
0.600 0.144 0.030 
0.700 0.116 0.032 
0.800 0.083 0.030 
0.900 0.045 0.018 
0.950 0.026 0.010 
1.000 0 0 
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SECTION 3 
AERODYNAMIC DATA 
This section is a discussion of the aerodynamic characteristics with the wing fully 
stowed (A= 90") and with the wing at various deployed positions. Static wind tunnel 
aerodynamic data were used in the form of linear tables with Mach number as  the inde- 
pendent variable. In order to include the angle of attack non-linearities, first and 
second order partials of each aerodynamic derivative were derived from the measured 
wind tunnel data. A major effort was expended in the development of the aerodynamic 
data because any stability and control analysis o r  simulation of an aerodynamic vehicle 
is only as good as the aerodynamic data used. 
The wind tunnel measured data consisted of static aerodynamic coefficients for the 
complete configuration, body alone, horizontal stabilizer-body, horizontal stabilizer- 
body vertical tail and body-horizontal stabilizer-vertical tail. With this type of break- 
down the influence of each component could be derived. Since this study depended upon 
dynamic derivatives, a method was developed whereby dynamic derivatives could be 
obtained from the static component aerodynamic data and geometric considerations. 
The wind tunnel test data were available at Mach numbers of 0 . 3 ,  0.5, 0.80, 0.90, 
0.95, 1.00, 1.20, 2 .30,  2.96, 3.96, 4.63, and 10.0. A t  each Mach number CD, CL, 
C, Cyg,  C 
to 18 degrees. Data was taken from 20' to -30' of elevon deflection. 
and CJ were available as  a function of angle of attack and several 
elevon deflections. "8 T a e angle of attack range generally was from about -2 degrees 
Figures 3-1 through 3-29 present all of the reduced aerodynamic data as a function 
of Mach number. All  moment coefficients that were obtained from NASA are refer- 
enced to 52.5 percent of the longitudinal length ( A )  and were transferred to the vehicle 
center of gravity located at 60.1 percent of the length for all computations of handling 
qualities parameters and flight characteristics in this document. For a detailed dis- 
cussion of each coefficient, see Reference 2. 
In order to improve the subsonic characteristic of the spacecraft concept, the switch- 
blade wings a re  deployed at transonic speeds. The altitude and Mach number time his- 
tory for deployment a re  to be determined in this study. Low speed wind tunnel tests 
were conducted at Mach numbers from 0.30 to 0.95. Since tests were made with and 
without the wing, downwash on the tail surfaces induced by the wing was determined 
directly from wind tunnel data. 
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The wind tunnel aerodynamic data were reduced in a manner which allows the wing 
effects to be considered as increments which, when the wing is deployed, are alge- 
braically added to  the spacecraft without wing data. With regard to the simulator, 
this method of data handling simplifies the generation of the aerodynamic coefficients 
during wing deployment and thereafter. 
Figures 3-30 through 3-32 present the wing incremental aerodynamic data as  a function 
of angle of attack and wing sweep angle. Wind tunnel tests were conducted at 15', 
30", 4 5 O ,  60", and 75" of wing sweep. 
A t  a given Mach number all of the non-dimensionalized coefficients a r e  evaluated. 
Since what is needed for the six-degree-of-freedom equations of motion a re  six non- 
dimensionalized coefficients, the following equations present the combining equations. 
=D 2 
2 
a6 e 
+ -  acD 2 c = c D  + -  D 2 a  
O a Y  
e a ac L acL 6 
0 6 ,  + CL z q  (2) CL = CL +CL a+- 6 +-  0 a e act q acr 
e 6 
CY a2 + CL 
b 
n ac 
b b n 
ac 
- r + ~  - P + - ' ~ - P + c ~  br 
n 2V aa 2v 
P 6r r 
n 
n ac 
aa a d r  + Cn 6a 
'r +-  
6a 
8 
r a b  
6r +c,  br + 
r 6 
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SECTION 4 
SIMULATION 
The following equations represent six degree-of-freedom equations of motion about a 
system of body oriented axes. The aerodynamic coefficients used in the equations are 
those described in Section 3 of this report. The force equations are wind-axis oriented 
and the moment equations are body-axis oriented. 
The velocity equation is 
V = X c o s p  + Y s i n p  
S S 
The angle of attack equation is 
& = Q +  V S 
cos j3 
where 
P = P COSQ+ R s i n a  
S 
The side-slip angle equation is 
. (YscosB - x  S sin&) 
- R  V S B =  
where 
The force equations are 
xS = 8 c o s a  + g Z s i n a  - cDa(:) 
B B 
S 
Y 
S yB = g  + c  Q m  
s ina-CL G({) 
B g* 
z = gz cos01 - 
B S 
(7) 
(9) 
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The body gravity components a re  
g = -g s in8  
33 
g = g c o s e  sin@ 
YB 
Altitude and ground track computations are  made by resolving the total velocity V into 
body-axis components by the equations 
WB = V cos sinor (19) 
Then the body-axis velocities a r e  resolved to the inertial axes by the Euler angles as 
. 
H = U s i n 8  - V s i n @  c o s 8  - W COS a COS 8 (21) B B B 
. 
X = U cos 8 cos @ + V (sin @ sin Bcos Q - cos @ sin Q) B B 
(cos a sin 0 cos $ + sin @ sin $) 
+ wB 
. 
Y = u cos 8 sin $ + V (sin 0 sin 8 sin Q+ cos @ cos Q) B B 
The dynamic pressure equation is 
1 2 6 = ; p v  
where the density (p) is a direct table look-up. 
The rotational equations of motion are  written in the body axis system. 
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The pitch equation is 
- I  
Q = -  + -  (R - P  ) -  (IZZ xx 'P R 
I 
' EM xz 2 2 
I I 
YY JY YY 
I 
The roll equation is 
1 1 xx 1 xx 1 x x x x  
The yaw equation is 
QR 
EN I xz ('Y Xy)p& -- Ixz - I  
I zz I zz 
R = - + -  P -  
I 
zz zz I 
The body rates are used to  compute the Euler angles by the equations . 
e = Q C ~ S G - R S ~ ~ $  . 
= P + #  sine 
i =  (R cos 0 + Q sin a )  
cos 8 
Control of the spacecraft is accomplished by the deflection of elevons and rudder. 
Roll control is achieved by differentially deflecting the elevons. The roll controller 
(ailerons) is computed by 
e = 6e - 6 left right 
The total surface deflections are 
= 6  + K  Q 
Q P 6e e 
6 = 6  + K  R + K  6a 
6a R P r r 
6 = 6  + K P  
a a P 
.P 
The limits placed on the surface deflections are 
la,[ 25' 
The moment equations are 
EL = C  6 S b  a 
CM = C  Q'sA 
m 
EN = C  a S b  
n 
(3 9) 
The expansion for C C , and C is in Equations 3,  5, and 6 .  R' m n 
A hybrid simuIation of the spacecraft concept was programmed using the equations 
and data discussed in Section 3 and the above equations. The hybrid simulation pro- 
vides a computational tool for application that lies somewhere between a pure digital 
and a pure analog simulation. The digital computer portion of the hybrid computer 
provided a function generator and storage device for all of the detailed aerodynamic 
data, 
Equations 7 through 24 were programmed on the digital computer in Fortran 11. These 
equations were numerically integrated and the integration scheme included terms to 
compensate for  phase-lag due to the sampling time. The overall digital computer 
cycle time was 0.06 second, which not only included the solution to the indicated dif- 
ferential equations but also the generation of the aerodynamic data for  the analog 
computer . 
Equations 25 through 40 were programmed on the analog computer. The analog com- 
puter was the device used to link the visual display and the cockpit to the overall 
simulation. Approximately three-quarters of the available equipment on a Comcor 
CI-5000 analog computer was used. 
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SECTION 5 
RESULTS 
5.1 OVERALL TRAJECTORIES 
Trajectories were flown on the simulator starting at an altitude of 100,000 feet and 
initial Mach numbers of 3.5, 4, and 5. The piloting task was to fly a given flight 
path angle profile. The profiles consisted of a constant flight path angle to wing de- 
ployment and then transition to a new flight path angle which was held to landing site 
acquisition. Figure 5-1 presents spacial histories for the various simulated flights. 
Al l  of the flights were flown with the stability augmentation system that is discussed 
later in this section. 
With an initial Mach number of 5 at 100,000 feet, this spacecraft is capable of flying 
constant flight paths of from 5 to 7 degrees. A t  flight paths below 5 degrees, the 
velocity dropoff was too large and the trim angle of attack required was beyond the trim 
capability of the vehicle control system. For flight path angles greater than 7 degrees, 
the speed dropoff is not great enough and therefore the vehicle's velocity between 45,000 
and 35,000 feet was well above the transonic value desired for starting wing deployment. 
The flight path range for an initial Mach number of 4 was 5 to 8 degrees; for an initial 
Mach number of 3.5 it was 7 to 10 degrees. 
Figures 5-2 through 5-4 preseht the time histories of various parameters for flight 
with initial Mach numbers of 5, 4, and 3, respectively. Summaries of the trim angle 
of attack and elevator requirements for the range of altitudes and velocities of interest 
are  presented in Figures 5-5 through 5-10. 
5.2 WING DEPLOYMENT 
Since this spacecraft concept employs a switch-blade wing it is felt that partial wing 
deployment can occur at  transonic speeds. However, the wing deployment should 
occur a t  an altitude and distance from the landing site sufficient enough to allow small 
cross-range and down-range e r rors  to be nulled out by the high maneuverability allow- 
ed with increased L/D due to wing deployment. Results of the present study indicate 
that for the switch-blade wing concept, the best speed for start of wing deployment is 
a t  a Mach number of approximately 0.95. 
A t  this Mach number aeroelastic effects are minimum and, therefore, flutter and wing 
divergent problems a re  circumvented. This Mach number occurs between 45,000 and 
35,000 feet in altitude for the flight path profiles presented earlier. This speed and 
altitude allows sufficient time and maneuvering capability for landing site acquisition. 
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In this range of altitude, maximum down range attainable is about 325,000 feet, o r  
about 6 0 miles. 
During wing deployment, the vehicle experiences a heaving motion and increase in 
angle of attack due to an increase in the overall lift coefficient. To reduce the lift, 
the pilot does a push-over maneuver. The piloting objective during wing deployment is 
to maintain a constant flight path angle, Figure 5-11 presents the wing deployment 
sequence for the pilot performing a push-over maneuver. The wing was swept at 1 
deg/sec. 
Without a push-over maneuver, the sink rate would reduce to zero and the vehicle 
would begin to climb due to the increase in lift. A s  the vehicle climbs, the velocity 
drops off in the exchange of kinetic energy for  potential energy. The flight path os- 
cillation, being only lightly damped, persists for several minutes. If the oscillation 
were uncontrolled it would be intolerable to the spacecraft crew. Reference 2 pre- 
sents a detailed description of this maneuver. 
If the deployment rates a re  greater than 1 deg/sec then the initiation Mach number 
must be less than 0.95. A s  an example, for a deployment rate of 2 deg/sec the ini- 
tiation Mach number is 0.88 if the wing is to be fully deployed at Mach 0.65 or  lower. 
A deployment rate of 0.5 deg/sec is also adequate and allows the pilot more time to 
perform the pitch-over maneuver. A s  the vehicle is presently configured there appears 
to be no need to deploy the wing at any speeds above Mach 0.95. Two reasons exist 
for  partial dcployinent (to 75') a t  supersonic speed. Partial deployment produces in- 
creased directional stability by increasing Cn . In addition, par t id  deployment re- 
loads at 15" of sweep, it is felt that a flutter problem would not exist supersonically 
for partial deployment. 
duces the high angle of attack pitch-up instabi f ity. With the wing designed for subsonic 
5.3 LANDING CHARACTERISTICS 
The landing characteristics of this spacecraft concept were analyzed by flying piloted 
simulated landings with the hybrid computer and visual display. A time history of a 
landing without flaps is presented in Figure 5-12. An approach speed of 190 knots and 
8-degree flight path angle was flown and a peak incremental load factor of 0.3g was 
reached during the flare.  The landing speed is approximately 165 knots, and the flare 
initiation altitude is approximately 300 feet. At this speed, sufficient elevon deflection 
is available fo r  roll control o r  additional pitch maneuvering. Figure 5-13 summarizes 
the landing characteristics by presenting flare load factor, flare initiation altitude and 
end of f lare  speeds versus approach speed for an 8-degree flight path angle. An 8- 
degree flight path angle was chosen because it is the approximate equilibrium glide 
angle of speeds of from 170 to 200 knots. Figure 5-14 presents the equilibrium glide 
angle versus speed. 
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5.4 HANDLING QUALITIES 
5.4.1 LONGITUDINAL. The handling qualities of this spacecraft concept have been 
analyzed in terms of the existing military specification for flying quality of piloted 
airframes. 
The most significant longitudinal specifications determine the short  period response. 
The short period damping must range between 0.35 and 1.3. Figures 5-15 and 5-16 
show that the unaugmented vehicle is unsatisfactory over most of the conditions. This 
is an expected characteristic, particularly in the supersonic regime. A simple solu- 
tion is a pitch rate damper which feeds into the elevator a signal proportional to pitch 
rate. Figure 5-16 also shows the effects of feeding back pitch rate with a gain of 1 
deg/(deg/sec). A s  can be seen in this figure, the gain is insufficient at altitudes 
above 75,000 feet with wing stowed. Satisfactory damping of about 0.6 to 0.9 can be 
obtained above 75,000 feet by doubling the gain to 2 deg/(deg/sec). 
The short period frequency requirement is related t o  the ratio q 2  /(nZ/o), where q, 
is the short period frequency and @,/a) is the steady state normal acceleration per 
radian of angle of attack. I t  can be shown that initial pitch acceleration to steady state 
normal acceleration is proportional to U 2  
in the pitch transfer function is also proportional to u2 
that this vehicle meets the +2 
short period frequency improving the frequency characteristic further. 
nsp SP 
/(nz/01) and that the numerator zero 
“SP 
/(nz/cy). Figure 5-17 shows 
“‘SP 
/@,/a) Specification. The pitch damper increases 
SP 
The phugoid characteristics are  satisfactory. The requirement is for a damping ratio 
of at least 0.04, Since phugoid damping is approximately equal to l/(L/D), low L/D 
vehicles (such a s  this concept with wing retracted) tend to have satisfactory phugoid 
characteristics. The pitch damper improves the phugoid damping. 
5.4.2 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL. The bare airframe has many undesirable hyper- 
sonic characteristics. The large dihedral effect coupled with low directional stability - 
and low roll damping results in a coupled roll-spiral mode above Mach 2. This condi- 
tion is characterized by a low frequency oscillation in roll rate with a zero steady statr 
value. The condition is not permitted by the military specification. (The situation is 
further aggravated by the cross-over in sign of yaw due to aileron above M sa 3.0, a s  
illustrated in Figure 3-20.) The negative yaw moment a t  Mach numbers greater than 
2.5 makes it difficult to generate independent roll and yaw moments, making compen- 
sation difficult. A s  an example, at  M = 3.5 and H = 100, 000 ft: 
L6a = +2.3398/sec 2 
2 N = -0.282350/sec 
6a n 
N = -0.17354/sec‘ 
6 r  
1 7  
L = 1.0468/sec2 
6 r  
o r  
-0.121 6a 
6a 
- =  
L 
N - = -0.166 L 6 r  
6 r  
Figure 5-18 illustrates Dutch roll characteristics. The @/Ve ratio is plotted in Fig- 
ure 5-19, The excessive roll due to sideslip is indicative of roll reversal. Figure 5- 
20a illustrates a typical response with a coupled roll-spiral mode. The stability 
augmentation is extremely difficult, with considerable scheduling of gains needed, 
Figure 5-20b illustrates an augmented response, The Dutch roll frequency has been 
raised from 2.4 rad/sec to 7.8 rad/sec while the damping ratio went from 0.01 to 
0.46. The roll mode time constant is still too long at 1.7 sec. (The requirement is 
a maximum of 1.4 seconds,) The compensation for this case is unacceptable at lower 
Mach numbers. The roll mode time constant could be reduced and the initial oscilla- 
tion in roll rate eliminated by employing a compensation filter in the feedback path 
possessing complex zeros to reduce the Dutch roll component. Figure 5-21 illustrates 
a roll response at M = 0.21 at sea level and the compensated response, The gl/’Ve 
ratio is plotted in Figure 5-19. The excessive roll due to sideslip is indicative of 
roll reversal. 
Lateral handling qualities can be improved by dropping the horizontal tail dihedral. 
This would permit improvement in the roll  mode by feeding roll  rate into the differ- 
ential elevator. A flight research vehicle built to this concept could have a variable 
dihedral tail to examine this problem. 
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SECTION 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
This study determined the flight characteristics of a variable geometry spacecraft with 
a hypersonic lift to drag ratio of about 2.  The switch-blade type wings, similar to 
those on the F-111, provide improved subsonic performance, The results of the anal- 
ysis  have been presented in terms of time histories, landing characteristic parameters, 
existing military specifications, and proposed entry vehicle specifications. The fol- 
lowing conclusions are drawn: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
, 
I 
I 
i d. 
e. 
f .  
The vehicle with its center of gravity located at 60.1 percent of the body length 
was dynamically stable longitudinally in the form of simple rate feedback for all 
points in the flight envelope. A s  to be expected, artificial pitch damping is nec- 
essary for satisfactory response. 
A t  Mach numbers above 2 the vehicle exhibits a coupled roll-spiral mode. The 
present military specification considers this unsatisfactory in a bare airframe. 
Since this condition results from the high location of the vertical and the short 
tail a rm in yaw, it is unlikely that the vehicle could be simply corrected without 
augmentation. 
The large dihedral angle in the horizontal tail reduces the coordinated roll effecl- 
tiveness. During landing approach, maximum roll rate available with even 10  
degrees of control is about 15 deg/sec. A t  Mach 3 . 5  the effectiveness is more 
like 7 . 5  deg/sec. The inability to produce independent moments with the rudder 
and differential elevator at Mach numbers above 3 means that augmentation is 
extremely difficult and sensitive to exact characteristics. Reduced tail dihedral 
is necessary at  these Mach numbers bo permit adequate augmentation. 
Wing deployment begins transonically at  Mach 0.95 and 35,000 f t .  A deflection 
rate of 1 deg/sec is satisfactory and full deployment occurs by Mach 0 . 6  and 
28,000 f t .  
The vehicle has good landing characteristics. An approach speed of 190 knots at 
a flight path angle of 8 degrees was satisfactory. The flare was initiated a t  300 
feet  of altitude. A conventional altitude rate flare computer was used with a 
peak incremental normal acceleration of 0.3g. 
It is recommended that a vehicle of this type have a variable dihedral horizontal 
tail which would be programmed as  a function of Mach number thereby minimizing 
roll-yaw coupling problems. 
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APPENDIX A 
SMALL PERTURBATION EQUATIONS 
Since most handling qualities requirements are specified in terms of modes, frequen- 
cies, and damping, it is important to have a method which can readily evaluate these 
parameters. A digital computer program was designed to proceed from a description 
of the vehicle in terms of its mass properties and aerodynamic characteristics to the 
various transfer function. The program trims the vehicle to one of four possible con- 
ditions: (1) maximum L/D, (2) maximum lift, (3) flight path angle, and (4) load factor. 
From the tr im condition, dimensionalized stability coefficients are  computed by per- 
turbing in sequence all of the independent variables and noting the resulting change in 
the forces and moments. The resulting perturbation quantities, which a re  normalized 
to units of angular and linear acceleration, a re  the first partial derivative terms of the 
Taylor's series expansion about the tr im point. 
Equations A-1 and A-2 are  the linearized small perturbation equations of motion for 
the longitudinal and lateral modes of motion respectively. These equations are  the 
conventional set used in aircraft analysis. 
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Figure 5-16. Short Period Damping Requirement 
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Figure 5-19. Roll to Sideslip Requirement 
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Figure 5-20. Roll Response (M = 3.5, H = loOK), II = 90' 
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Figure 5-21. Roll Response (M = 0.21, Sea Level), A = 15' 
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